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Abstract 
Y-doped BaZrO3 (BZY) can be deposited epitaxially on MgO (0 0 1) and the considered 
interface serves as a model system for studying heterointerface properties of protonic 
conductors. In this study, the defect chemistry of the interface between BaZrO3 (0 0 1) and 
MgO (0 0 1) was investigated by first-principles calculations and space-charge theory. 
Segregation energies from the BZY bulk to the interface ZrO2 and MgO layers were 
calculated for effectively charged protons, oxygen vacancies, Y-acceptors as well as cation 
vacancies. Protons were found to exhibit a strong tendency for segregating to the interface, 
particularly to an oxide ion in the MgO layer, rendering a net positive charge of the 
interface. According to the applied thermodynamic space-charge models, the interface 
potential could reach more than 1 V under the Mott-Schottky approximation, with depletion 
regions extending up to 2 nm into BZY. With fully equilibrated Y-segregation profiles, the 
interface potential was significantly diminished to about 0.2 V at 573 K and 0.025 bar H2O. 
While the interface was found to be close to saturated by protons under most condition, it 
was concluded that proton conduction along the interface could not contribute significantly 
to the in-plane conductivity of BZY films deposited on MgO substrate. 
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1. Introduction 
Acceptor doped barium zirconate is a promising proton-conducting ceramic electrolyte for 
application in fuel cells and electrolyzers due to its high protonic conductivity at 
intermediate temperatures (400-600 °C) and chemical stability towards CO2 [1–4]. BaZrO3-
based electrolytes have recently also been integrated as electrochemical membranes in 
catalytic co-ionic membrane reactors for dehydroaromatization [5]. Grain boundaries, 
surfaces and heterointerfaces are regions of particular interest in such electrochemical 
devices. Considering the overall ionic transport properties of these materials, metal cation 
transport may in particular be facilitated along interfaces, while transport of protons and 
oxide ions may be impeded across interfaces [6]. For instance, the grain boundary resistance 
in Y-doped BaZrO3 (BZY) has been ascribed to the depletion of protons in space-charge 
regions adjacent to a positively charged interface [7–15]. According to the space-charge 
model, the depletion region originates from segregation of oxygen vacancies and protons to 
the structurally distorted grain boundary, yielding an interface of net positive charge. Space-
charge models have recently also been applied to describe the defect chemistry of BaZrO3 



surfaces which were found to exhibit subsurface depletion regions [16,17] and adsorbed 
hydroxide ions have recently been shown to play an important role [18].  

A heterointerface can be considered as a similarly distorted structure with imperfect 
coordination polyhedra, and can therefore be expected to exhibit space-charge regions. In 
an electrolyte-electrode heterointerface, both phases exhibit large concentrations of ionic 
and/or electronic charge carriers. The charged core of the phase boundary can then be 
charge compensated by (asymmetric) space-charge layers extending into both phases. For a 
heterointerface between a doped material and an undoped substrate, the interface 
potential will mainly be determined by the phase with the largest concentration of 
effectively charged point defects, e.g., a doped electrolyte or electrode material. This is 
because the doped material has a larger capacity to compensate the interface charge in the 
form of space-charge regions for a given interface potential. 

Heterointerfaces have been suggested to give rise to particularly high proton 
conductivities in thin BZY films on MgO (0 0 1) and NdGaO3 (1 1 0) substrates due to misfit 
dislocations and texturing in the BZY material [19,20]. Thin films of BZY can be deposited 
epitaxially on MgO (0 0 1) substrates due to the excellent lattice match within about 0.25% 
and both BaO and ZrO2 terminations have been observed [19,21]. The ZrO2 termination 
comprises complete ZrO6 and MgO6 octahedra across the interface. The difference in 
structure between perovskite BaZrO3 (space group 𝑃𝑚3𝑚) and rock-salt MgO (	𝐹𝑚3&𝑚) 
results in an exposed oxide ion in the MgO layer which is not coordinated to any cations in 
BaZrO3 (see Figure 1). This special interface oxide ion in the MgO layer can therefore be 
considered to resemble a MgO (0 0 1) surface oxide ion. On the other hand, the atomistic 
structure of the BaO-terminated interface is less coherent and can be expected to comprise 
a larger degree of non-stoichiometry and/or coordination polyhedra that differ from the 
bulk structure of the respective materials.   

Electrical characterization of thin films is inherently difficult due the possible 
contributions to in-plane conductivities from the interface and substrate material. The film-
substrate interface may give rise to new ionic and electronic conduction paths, and space-
charge effects can significantly alter the charge carrier concentrations close to the interface. 
In the present work, space-charge effects were evaluated for the ZrO2-terminated BZY (0 0 
1)/MgO (0 0 1) heterointerface by first principles calculations. The BaO-terminated interface 
was not considered due the uncertainty regarding its atomistic structure and stoichiometry. 
Point defects were introduced to the pristine interface and the role of dislocation or other 
texturing was not investigated. MgO was selected as the inert substrate due to its low 
concentration of bulk point defects compared to the 10 mol% acceptor doped BaZrO3. The 
potential and concentration profiles of point defects were considered across the interface 
as function of temperature for given atmospheric conditions with particular emphasis on 
protons, oxygen vacancies and Y-acceptors, i.e., OH*• , v*••, and Y./

/  in Kröger-Vink notation 
[22]. The structural interface, or core, was defined in the atomistic models as the ZrO2 and 
MgO layer and termed interface, while the space-charge region refers to the 
depletion/accumulation region of non-zero potential adjacent to the structural interface. 
Both the interface and space-charge region can exhibit charge carrier concentrations and 
mobilities different from bulk, and thus, they can both contribute to the properties of the 
electrical interface characterized experimentally. 
 



2. Computational approach 
The interface was constructed with a thickness of 5 unit cells (11 layers) for each material, 
and the cell contained two equivalent interfaces due to the periodic boundary conditions. 
The lattice parameter was fixed to that of MgO to represent a thin BaZrO3 film adapting to a 
rigid MgO substrate. The distance between the two materials was optimized in steps of 0.1 
Å. 

Calculations with point defects were performed in supercells with 3 x 3 expansion in 
the ab-plane and a total of 648 atoms. Defect segregation energies, Δ𝐸3

456, were calculated 
as the total energy difference for the defect between the interface and the bulk BaZrO3 
region in the same cell, i.e., at least 5 atomic layers or 10.5 Å away from the interface. 
Spurious interactions between the point defect and its period image, as well as the 
electrostatic interaction with the uniform background charge present in cells containing 
charged defects, can therefore be assumed to be canceled out for Δ𝐸3

456. The bulk defect 
equilibria in BaZrO3 were determined from the simplified electroneutrality, 𝑐89:/ = 2𝑐=>•• +
𝑐*@>• , and a constant 10 mol% Y-acceptor concentration. The enthalpy and entropy of 
hydration was taken as -0.72 eV and -1.00 meV K-1, respectively [23].  
 The defect segregation energies were implemented in a space-charge model based 
on a constant electrochemical potential of all species across bulk, interface, space-charge 
region and gas phase [9,24–29]. The same approach has been applied to coherent grain 
boundaries and surfaces of BaZrO3 [14,30–32]. The dilute limit treatment of the point 
defects can be considered the most significant approximation within this computational 
approach and thermodynamic implementation. Interaction between defects was considered 
for protons at the interface (Section 3.3), and can in general be expected to limit defect 
accumulation at the interface. A dielectric constant of 75 was chosen based on reported 
values for Y-doped BaZrO3 ceramics [3,7,8,33,34].  

DFT calculations were performed using the projector-augmented wave (PAW) 
method [35] as implemented in VASP [36] with the generalized gradient approximation 
(GGA) functional due to Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof [37]. Geometric optimization of the 
unit cells was performed with a 500 eV plane-wave energy cut-off, and subsequent defect 
calculations were performed in supercells with fixed lattice parameters and a 400 eV plane-
wave energy cut-off. k-point sampling was done according 2 x 2 x 1 Monkhorst-Pack scheme 
for the supercell [38]. The ionic positions were optimized until the residual forces were 
within 0.02 eV Å-1, while the self-consistent electronic optimization was performed with an 
energy convergence criterion of 10-6 eV. 
 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1 Interface structure 
Figure 1 shows the relaxed structure of the interface which exhibits only minor distortions. 
The optimized Mg/Zr–O bond lengths were slightly elongated at the interface, 2.21-2.24 Å 
compared to approx. 2.14 Å in the bulk regions of both BaZrO3 and MgO. According to the 
relaxed lattice parameter of MgO, 4.226 Å, BaZrO3 was subjected to a compressive strain of 
less than 0.002. The interface structure contains one site for each of the cations. There are 
three different oxide ion sites: 1) in the ZrO2 layer; 2) in the MgO layer coordinated to Zr4+; 
and 3) in the MgO layer without coordination to BaZrO3 (Figure 1). 



 
Figure 1: Relaxed structure of the interface with a highlight showing the three different oxide ion sites. 

 
3.2 Defect segregation energies 
Figure 2 shows the relaxed local structure and corresponding segregation energies of OH*•  
and v*•• relative to the bulk region of BaZrO3. Protons exhibited a large stabilization in the 
interface ZrO2 layer (Figure 2a, left) with a segregation energy of -0.90 eV. The proton 
relaxed away from the equilibrium position in bulk (within the ZrO2-plane) towards a 
position otherwise occupied by Ba2+. The large stabilization may therefore be associated 
with the steric repulsion between OH*•  and the A-site cation in perovskites [39] as evident 
from the rather large binding energy between barium vacancies and protons [40]. The 
stabilization of OH*•  was even larger in the interface MgO layer (Figure 2a, right) with a 
segregation energy of -1.40 eV. A similar proton position was reported for dissociatively 
adsorbed water on the MgO (0 0 1) surface [41]. In comparison, the segregation energy of 
OH*•  from the bulk region of BaZrO3 to the bulk region of MgO was +0.58 eV. Oxygen 
vacancies exhibit a slight stabilization in the interface ZrO2 layer and a sizeable stabilization 
in the interface MgO layer with a segregation energy of -0.52 eV (Figure 2b). The 
segregation energy of v*•• to the Zr-coordinated oxide ion site in the MgO layer was +1.54 
eV, i.e., even more positive than  segregation to the bulk MgO region, 1.04 eV. 
 



 
Figure 2: Relaxed local structure and corresponding segregation energies for protons (a) and oxygen vacancies (b) relative 
to bulk BaZrO3. 

 Figure 3 shows the relaxed local structure and corresponding segregation energies of 
cation defects at the interface. The segregation energy of Y./

/  was close to zero, that of 
barium vacancies was slightly positive. Zirconium vacancies exhibited a slightly negative 
segregation energy of -0.20 eV. On the other hand, magnesium vacancies were significantly 
stabilized at the interface with a segregation energy of -0.77 eV. Intermixing between the 
ZrO2 and MgO layer at the interface was evaluated according to the reaction 
 

Zr./× + MgF6× = ZrF6
// + Mg./••        (1) 

 
with a calculated enthalpy of 0.39 eV. Accordingly, the degree of intermixing can be 
expected to be rather insignificant particularly for thin films deposited at intermediate 
temperatures.  
 

 
Figure 3: Relaxed local structure and corresponding segregation energies for cation defects in the BaZrO3 (a) and MgO part 
(b) of the interface. 

3.3 Space-charge properties 
The influence of a specific defect on the space-charge characteristics of the interface can be 
defined by two main factors. Firstly, the tendency for the defect to accumulate at the 
interface is largely determined by the defect segregation energy. Together with the 



effective charge of the defect in relation to the interface potential, as well as the bulk defect 
concentration, the segregation energy determines the defect’s contribution to the overall 
charge of the structural interface. Secondly, the bulk concentration and charge of the defect 
determines to which extent the defect can influence the overall charge of the space-charge 
region by accumulating or depleting. Thus, while defects of low bulk concentration may 
accumulate at the interface, it is only the defects that predominate in bulk that contribute 
significantly to the total charge of the space-charge region. 

The most important defects in the current system are therefore OH*•  and v*•• due to 
their large negative segregation energies and bulk concentrations, yielding a positive core 
potential. Consequently, Y./

/  becomes increasingly important at the interface due to its 
electrostatic stabilization despite the insignificant segregation energy of 0.02 eV. 
Furthermore, Y./

/  exhibits the largest bulk concentration and is therefore the largest 
contributor to the charge of the space-charge region by accumulating according to the 
potential profile. Another important consideration is whether the cation defects are allowed 
to fully equilibrate at the interface and in the space-charge region. The Mott-Schottky 
approximation – assuming a constant acceptor concentration throughout – is often applied 
to represent a frozen concentration of Y./

/  from fabrication of the material, while more 
mobile defects such as  OH*•  and v*•• are allowed to equilibrate. The treatment of Y./

/  was 
found to be crucial for the space-charge properties of the system in accordance with 
previous studies [18,29], and the most reasonable description is expected to lie in between 
these two extreme cases depending on the thermal history of the material. Thus, while vF6

//  
exhibits a strong tendency for accumulating at the interface, the low bulk concentration 
means that it does not have any influence in the space-charge region, and vF6

//  was 
therefore not considered for simplicity. The cation vacancies in BaZrO3 exhibit low bulk 
concentrations and positive segregation energies, and were therefore also not considered 
further. The concentration of protons at the interface was limited to 1 per formula unit 
BaZrO3 or MgO due to the close proximity between the OH*•  site in the MgO and ZrO2 layer 
(Figure 2a) so that both sites cannot be occupied simultaneously.  
 Figure 4 shows defect concentrations and potential at the interface as function of 
distance in the space-charge region at 573 K and 973 K, corresponding to hydrated and 
dehydrated bulk, respectively, with a constant concentration of Y./

/ . The interface is close to 
saturated with OH*•  irrespective of the predominating defect in bulk due to the remarkably 
negative segregation energy for protons. The space-charge potentials become quite large, 
1.17 V and 0.90 V, respectively, in order to achieve sufficient depletion of the effectively 
positive defects in the space-charge region to compensate the surface charge. The 
temperature dependence of the space-charge potential was close to linear, from 1.2 V at 
373 K to 0.6 V at 1273 K for the Mott-Schottky approximation. The lower space-charge 
potential at higher temperature mainly originates from the reduced bulk proton 
concentration due to dehydration, and consequently, lower interface proton concentration 
and positive charge (Figure 4). 
 
 



   
Figure 4: Defect concentrations at the interface and as function of distance into the space-charge region in BZY at 573 K (a) 
and 973 K (b) within the Mott-Schottky approximation. 

The concentration profile of Y./
/  is fully equilibrated at 573 K in Figure 5, for 

comparison with Figure 4a. While the interface is now fully saturated with protons, 
accumulation of Y./

/  at the interface and in the space-charge region results in a substantially 
diminished surface potential of 0.16 V. Accordingly, the overall depletion of OH*•  and v*•• in 
the space-charge region becomes significantly lower. The space-charge potential increased 
to 0.24 V at 1273 K with fully equilibrated Y./

/ . The concentration of Y./
/  at the interface and 

in the space-charge region can, however, be expected to be limited by the Y-dopant 
solubility in BaZrO3 and the strain induced at the interface at high concentrations, in 
addition to the kinetic limitations due to slow cation diffusion. Experimental evidence has 
shown clear dopant accumulation close to positively charged grain boundaries in Y-doped 
and Sc-doped BaZrO3 [11,42–44]. The dopant accumulation was less pronounced than the 
profile in Figure 5, and electrical characterization implied a decreased space-charge 
potential. 

 

 
Figure 5: Defect concentration at the interface and as function of distance into the space-charge region of BZY with Y-
acceptor fully equilibrated to the potential profile. 

The proton conduction properties of BZY at the interface can be evaluated by 
considering the depletion of protons in the space-charge region, and the accumulation of 
protons at the interface layer. For a BZY film deposited on a MgO substrate, the effective 
thickness of the film would be reduced by approx. 1-2 nm according to the thickness of the 
depletion region for an in-plane measurement. Conduction along the interface can also be 
considered since the interface MgO layer (Figure 2a) is close to saturated with protons 
under most conditions. The proton sites in the MgO layer are not directly connected and 
proton migration must therefore involve the adjacent ZrO2 layer. Relative to the -1.40 eV 
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position in the MgO layer, the thermodynamic stability of protons was 0.5 eV higher in the 
interface ZrO2 layer (Figure 2a, left) and 1.0 eV higher associated with the same oxide ion 
but directed into BaZrO3, which is necessary for rotation and diffusion to the adjacent MgO 
layer site. Thus, the activation energy for proton conductivity along the interface layer is 
according to these calculations at least 1 eV. Despite the high proton concentration, the 
interface MgO layer can therefore not be expected to contribute to the in-plane proton 
conductivity of BZY films on MgO due to the reduced symmetry of the interface proton 
sites. On the other hand, one may speculate whether the significant space-charge potential 
of the investigated interface can give rise to significant in-plane n-type conductivity due to 
accumulation of electrons along the interface under reducing conditions. 

 
4. Conclusions 
The BaZrO3/MgO (0 0 1) interface was found to exhibit a strong tendency for proton 
accumulation, in part due to a special proton position associated with the oxide ion in the 
interface MgO layer. The strong tendency of this oxide ion for being protonated may be 
ascribed to its resemblance to the MgO (0 0 1) surface oxide ion, as it has no bonds to 
BaZrO3, and therefore is not fully coordinated. The interface attained a net positive charge, 
and the interface potential could exceed 1 V according to the applied thermodynamic 
models under the Mott-Schottky approximation. The space-charge region and depletion of 
protons extended up to 2 nm from the interface. The treatment of Y-acceptor dopant was 
found to be crucial for the space-charge characteristics: the interface potential diminished 
to approx. 0.2 eV when Y was allowed to fully equilibrate by accumulating at the interface 
and in the space-charge region.  
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